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In the ‘60s and early ‘70s there was only one way to get sub-arcsecond imaging of  a reasonable sample of radio sources: IPS

All CSS sources will turn over at 
some frequency, so we should extend 

O’Dea and Saikia definition of PS 
sources to include all CSS sources

Redshift range 0.005 - 3 - i.e. a factor 4 in frequency

and 300 in comoving coordinate distance

Nomenclature



Burbidge & Burbidge 1957

Magnetic field in  powerful synchrotron sources
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The “Inverse ComptonCatastrophe is a Myth

Readhead, 1994, ApJ, 426,51



Compact Doubles

Doesn’t Recurrent, or 
Intermittent,  Activity 

“Have” to be the explanation 
for the excess of compact,  

i.e. PS, sources?
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CSO CSO
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It has now been shown that 
many of these objects are young - 

i.e. a significant verified prediction 
of Mutel and Phillips



Why “Compact Symmetric Objects”? 

















The original classification criteria for CSOs were three: (i) overall projected diameter 
smaller than ~ 1 kpc, (ii) an identified center of activity, and (iii) symmetric jet structure 
about the center. However there has been much confusion in the literature and erosion of the 
value of the CSO classification due to misclassified CSOs, because many jets contain 
compact bright features outside of the core, resulting in a GPS total spectrum and a 'compact 
double' appearance, and some relativistically boosted objects with jet axes aligned close to 
the line of sight appear symmetric because the approaching jet is projected on both sides of 
the core.  We propose adding two new criteria to the CSO classification criteria based on (iv) 
the radio variability and  (v) the apparent velocities of bright features moving along the jets. 
We are engaged in compiling a comprehensive catalog of CSOs drawn from the literature 
based on these five criteria.

Comprehensive literature search: 

1. Papers that mention CSO’s in the title or abstract, then follow-up of other papers mentioned 
2. GPS sources that have VLBI images 
3. Assembled images, spectra, variability images 



Papers Reviewed (143) 
CSO candidates considered (2077) 
Bone Fide CSOs (77) 
Candidate “A” sources (170) 
Candidate “C” sources that need VLBI or better VLBI (914) 
Rejected CSOs (916: 82 previously named CSOs) 



Papers Reviewed (63) 
Recurrent activity candidates considered (206) 
Bone Fide CSOs (9) 
Bone Fide MSOs (6) 

Thank You!


